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Minutes of the December 13, 2010 Meeting of the Richmond 
Borough Cycling Campaign Group at The White Cross, Richmond 

 

Present: 

Jonathan Rowland, Nicholas Tittle, Paul Luton, John Head, Jules Holden, Alastair Barr 

Meeting was held at The White Cross as the Old Ship was booked for a christmas party which RCC had 

not been informed about and the pub was busy downstairs. 

 

1. Minutes from Matters arising 

John Head went over his comments at the last meeting to remind those present. 

2. Report from Campaigns coordinator 

Jonathan Rowland introduced Nicholas Tittle as the new campaigns coordinator and thanked 

Alastair Barr for his hard work. 

NT then outlined how he thought the campaign should proceed: 
 

• Use the RCC manifesto created for the 2010 election as a policy document. 

• Take the current priority list and reduce it to make it punchier and more effective 

• Capture people’s views of where and how the campaign should proceed 
 

There then followed a general discussion about policy, low cost schemes, permeability and 

how RCC should campaign, as below: 
 

• Examples of schemes to be prioritized are Bushy Park into Kingston, Cross 

Deep/Heath Road/King Street junction, schemes which have been hanging around 

for 10 years or more. 

• Pushing for auditing of schemes during implementation and after they have been 

completed to make sure they are useful to cyclists. 

• Pushing for consultation. 

• Paul Luton said that LBRuT are keen to do easy bits and Alastair Barr stated that the 

low cost schemes are usually the easy bits. 

• RCC is for cyclists not for on or off road provision, so schemes should suit cyclists.  

Appropriate provision for the environment and schemes that do not take the choice 

away from cyclists. 

• How can RCC get people to make suggestions for places that need improvement - 

via electronic means and our usual outlets.  Via rides, especially with cllrs and other 

relevant people e.g. council officers, post a survey on website 

• Signage improvement 

• Should current routes be maintained or should RCC ask for new routes as money 

will be scarce 

3. Rides report 

• In 2010, there were 2 rides a month except September which was on the same day 

as the London Sky Ride and October which was rained off. 

• The next 6 months are planned out and should be available on the website 

• Not many of the riders on these rides were from Richmond 

• How should RCC publicise these rides and attract more people from Richmond? 

o Through schools 

o LBRuT cycling champion 

o What do the Kingston campaign do to publicise their successful rides? 

• The January ride is to Box Hill 

• The February rides are the Snowdrops ride and Isabella Plantation 

• The March rides are Staines – Windsor and the Crane river ride. 

4. Treasurer’s report 

• Unfortunately, the treasurer did not attend as he did not receive the message about 

moving to the White Cross. 

5. AOB 

• Lighten Up campaign 

o Should we invite Smarter Travel, the police 

o What locations should the campaign be at? 

o Alastair Barr to email to ask for locations 

 

Next meeting on Monday 10/01/2011 at the Old Ship pub at 20:00 


